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Abstract— Age, ethnicity, and emotion are quite 

important attributes of people that determine their 

interests. Knowledge of age and ethnicity has also been 

found to improve medical diagnosis as different diseases 

are more prevalent in different races and age groups. 

Most of the existing works are focused on identifying 

age, ethnicity, and emotion in images having a single 

person, and their faces well-lit and facing forward are 

nearly trivial, however, real applications need to 

consider different face angles and differences in lighting 

conditions. 

Work by Sneha Thakur [1] et. al. uses Artificial Neural 

Network to identify the age of a person but requires 

faces to front-facing. Other such works such as by S. 

Hma Salah, et. al. [2] and Xiaoguang Lu et. al. [3] 

identifies ethnicity using Haar Wavelet Features and 

Linear Discriminant Analysis but still have similar 

image restrictions. Also, these methods only focus on 

cases where only one person is present per image but 

realistically many people could be present in a single 

image. 

Identifying people’s interests and giving proper product 

recommendations is a hot field in consumer analytics. A 

proper identification model that works on realistic 

images can give a boost to this domain. In this paper, we 

are going to propose a method to identify age, ethnicity, 

and emotion in images having many people facing 

different ways and in different lighting conditions. Our 

approach firstly extracts faces using a pre-trained face 

localization model and then feeding them to separate 

neural network models, one each for detecting age, 

ethnicity, and emotion. 

 

Keywords— age, emotion, ethnicity, Multi Task Cascade 

Neural Network (MTCNN)  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The human face is most highly rich stimulus that provides 
diverse information for adaptive social interaction with 

people. Humans can process a face in a variety of ways to 

categorize it by its identity, along with a number of other 

demographic characteristics, including ethnicity (or race), 

emotion and age. These tasks are quite trivial for humans. A 

lot of effort has been devoted in the biological, psychological, 

and cognitive sciences areas, to discover how the human brain 
perceives, represents, and remembers faces. However, 

imparting these abilities to a machine has been at the forefront 

of research in the last few years.  

Human behavior and social interaction vary widely on the 

basis of geography, age group, peer group, emotional state and 

ethnicity. Various habits are found to transition from good to 

bad and bad to good between races, religion and geographical 

regions. Consumer analytics and product recommendation 

engines can benefit a lot if it can automatically infer these 

characteristics of its users. It can uncover a large positive 
pattern and improve profits to a great extent.  

Various works have also proposed that considering human 

demographic characteristics for medical diagnosis have shown 

improved result providing better accuracy. These methods 

require explicit inclusion of demographic statistics into the 

data. The process can be streamlined if it can automatically 

infer these characteristics automatically.  

Existing methods such as those by S. Hma Salah, et. al. [2] 

and Xiaoguang Lu et. al. [3] used Haar Wavelet Features and 

Linear Discriminant Analysis respectively to identify 

ethnicity. Work by Sneha Thakur et. al. is a seminal work that 

identifies the age group of people using artificial neural 

network. However, these methods have few common 

drawbacks. First, they strictly require the faces to be front 

facing rather than sideways. Second, they can process images 

which have only one face.  
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Ilias Maglogiannis et. al. [4] proposed a method to identify 

emotions by monitoring eyes and mouth expression of people. 

But this method also has the earlier stated drawbacks.  

In this paper, we have proposed a model that overcomes these 

widely ignored drawbacks and can identify multiple faces in 

an image, along with their demographic statistics such as 

emotion, age group and ethnicity. We have used the 

DataTurks dataset containing 120 images mapped with 

ethnicity, emotion and age of different people present in the 

image. Our approach firstly converts the image to grayscale, 

and then uses a pre-trained MTCNN [5] model to extract faces 

from the images. These grayscale faces are fed to different 

deep learning models, one each for identifying age, emotion 
and ethnicity. We were able to reach 58% accuracy, hugely 

limited by the small size of the dataset used.  

II. EXISTING WORK 

A. Age Detection 

Both regression and classification problems can be used for 

the study of age classification where a certain group is 

associated with a certain age and the age of the person in the 

image can be classified in one of the groups. 

At the very first stage of face recognition, the facial features 
are extracted from the face, at this extraction stage, many 

different techniques have been used in the past. Kwon et al [6] 

used anthropometric models for the first time for the 

extraction of the facial age feature and to divide ages into 

categories: infant, youth, elderly based on the craniofacial 

development theory and skin wrinkle features. 

Another method of the learning process as introduced by Guo 

et al. [7] for the estimation of the age of faces in the image 

where the face images are transformed into low-dimensional 

manifolds i.e. high dimensional face datasets are mapped into 
low-dimensional manifolds. This manifold learning was very 

helpful in reducing the amount of training data for the 

classification tool. 

Recently in the past few years, deep learning technologies like 

CNN are used for the estimation of age and achieved better 

outcomes in age detection. Dong et al.[8] was the first one to 

use CNN for age estimation and was successful in designing a 

complete age estimation system. 

Wang et al. [9] propose a method for the age estimation where 

CNN id only used to extract the features of the face and then 

the result obtained in used as an input for a classification or 

regression model which is then used for the estimation of the 

age, this makes the feature avoids the limitations of the hand-

designed features. 

B. Ethnicity Identification 

A large number of algorithms have been developed in the past 

for the detection of the ethnicity of faces in the image. 

Hosoi et el. [10] proposed an approach with the 3 categories: 

Asian, European, and African. He integrated the Gabor 

wavelet and retina sampling in his work. This approach 
proposed by them was used with the support vector machine 

(SVM). Although the accuracy for each ethnicity Asian, 

African, and European: 96%, 94%, and 93% respectively but 

this approach has issues when other ethnicities are to be 

detected. 

Viola-Jones [11] provided efficient work for the detection of 

the ethnicity of the faces with varying conditions like camera 

variation, face pose, the color of an image; etc. They use the 

AdaBoost classifier for detection. This approach was very fast 

on the datasets with the above conditions in the images. 

S. M. M. Roomi used the Viola-Jones [11] algorithm for 

ethnicity detection. Various features of the face are extracted 

from the image after the detection of the face. The dataset 

used in this classification problem is Yale, FERET dataset. 

This approach has an accuracy of 81%. 

C. Gender Identification 

Just like age and ethnicity, there are many research works that 

are already been done and presented for gender detection from 

a face in the image. 

Geetha et al. [12] proposed a new gender detection algorithm 

where the author uses two databases one is the FEI database 

and the other is a self-built database and tests are performed in 

these databases. From the face in the image, different types of 

texture features were extracted and these were from several 

levels that are global directional and regional. For the 
classification stage of this proposed approach, a kernel-based 

SVM as used. 

Toews et al. [13] proposed a hybrid model for the detection of 

gender and age of the person in the image using a combined 

framework. Eidinger et al. [14] also proposed a hybrid model 

in which the author proposed the use of a hybrid pip-line for 

age and gender-related study. 

In gender detection also Deep Convolution Neural Network 
was effective with its outstanding performance for the image 

recognition feature. Levi et al. [15] applied CNN based 

methods to extract the features of the images as well as the 

classification algorithms for gender detection. 

Duan et al. [16] proposed a hybrid approach for gender and 

age detection. The author of the paper proposed the use of 

CNN for the extraction of the features and using an Extreme 

Learning Machine (ELM) for the classification. ELM-CNN is 

the name given to this model by the author. MORPH-II and 
Adience are the two public databases on which the ELM-CNN 

was evaluated. 

 

III. PROPOSED MTCNN 

“Weapropose usingaMTCNN withajoint dynamicaweight loss 

toaclassify gender, ageaand raceaand furtheramitigate related 
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biasness. Theaproposed methodautilizes disjointafeatures of 

theafully connectedalayers of aaDeep CNNaemploying 

separatedafully connectedalayers for fulfillingathis multi-task 
learning thataoperates to aimafor better faceaattribute analysis. 

Itaexploits theasynergy andatherefore theadisjoint features 

amongathe tasks, boostingaup performances. Weaexploit the 

veryafact thatainformation containedain CNNathe featuresaare 

hierarchicallyadistributed throughoutathe network. Lower 

layersacontains featurealike edges andacorners, andathus 

containabetteralocalization features.  

Henceathey're moreasuitable foralearning localizationaand 

poseaestimation tasks.aWhereas, onathe oppositeahand, 

deeperalayers, e.g., higheratop layers areaclass-specific and 
suitableafor learningacomplex tasks likeaface recognitionaand 

therefore theafully connectedalayers involveafor 

theaclassification task i.e., where theatop to finishasystem can 

learnaandaplanatoadiscriminateatheasalient featuresafor 

various inherentatasks duringaa MTCNNascenario. Given 

these aforementioned MTCNN-characteristic, also because the 

aim of the workato reinforceaface attributeaanalysis, we 

propose to customize Facenet forathe facearecognition with 

ResNet V1 inception (as it's one among the prominent face 

architectures). ThisaFacenet networkaconsists batchaof input 

layer andaa DeepaCNN architecturea (ResNet V1 in our 
scenario) followedaby L2anormalization, which results in face 

embedding. This is often followed by theatriplet loss during 

training. Theaarchitecture consists of a stream of convolution 

layers, normalizationalayer andapooling layers will be 

followed by 3ainception blocks and their reduction. The latter 

followed by dropout and a totallyaconnected layer. Now, we 

split the network into threeaseparate branches like the various 

classificationatasks (i.e., gender, race and age). We add three 

fully connected layers, one for raceaclassification, gender 

classification and ageaclassification. Finally, a Softmax layer 

is added to every ofathe branches toapredict the individual 

task labels feature with L2 normalization and respective 
dropout layer. After eachaconvolution a Rectified linear 

measure (ReLU) is deployed as activation function. The 

Facenetamodel turns aapicture of a faceainto a vectoraof 128 

floating pointanumbers. Thesea128 embedding areaoften used 

as featuresafor classification.  

Whileausing the Facenetawe fine-tunedathe fullyaconnected 

layer. In the MTCNN the network is split into fully 

connectedalayer followed by individual SoftMax layer of 

every task. Thereforeaan inputalayer tuple of the MTCNN, for 
the given trainingaset T with Naimages containsaT = Ii, Yi, 

where i=1: N, where Ii is that theaimage andaYi may beaa 

vector consistingaof the labels. InaMTCNNs it's challenging 

to define the loss weightafor everyatask. In previousaworks, 

this was dealt either byatreating all tasks equallyaDong et al, 

dynamic MTCNNaFang et al., [17], obtaining weights via 

brute-force search or by dynamicallyaassigning disjoint 

weights for the side task. Howeveraneither of these strategies 

adds our setting. Unlike poseaand illumination,agender, race 

and age classification areaclosely relatedacountenance. 

Moreover, they possessavarying degreesaof relevanceafor 

both the intra-classaand inter-classavariation. Suchaquality 
depends on theiraintensity exhibited per samples.  

Hence, we seek to optimize the effect of this multi-task facial 

attribute classification (i.e., gender, age and race) by learning 

them jointly and dynamically, counting on the degree of 

relevance of the feature present for every classification task. 

Specifically, the MTCNN should directly learn classification 

of task relations from data rather than subjective task 

grouping, thereby deciding weight of the task sharing. Hence, 

we propose joint dynamic weighting scheme to automatically 

assign the loss weights for the each task during training.  

First, we discover the summed weight for the each 

classification task by brute force search on the validation set. 

Further by adding a totally connected layer and a SoftMax 

layer to every task the model gets proficient to shared features 

from the last common layer, which is aimed toward learning 

the dynamic weights (for each iteration) depending on degree 

of relevance of the task. Therefore we obtain the dynamic 

weight percentages for every task from the fully connected 

layer. Further, the function of the soft-max layer converts the 
dynamic weights to positive values that sum to 1. 

Consequently, the foremost relevant task is to contribute 

predominantly to the ultimate loss and therefore the additional 

task is to contribute to the relevant task, so as to scale back the 

loss of the foremost relevant task. Thereby, the MTCNN 

should assign a better weight for a non-relevant task with a 

lower loss, in order to scale back the general loss. A mini-

batch Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) was employed to 

unravel the above optimization problem of loss weight. 

Further, the weights are averaged for every batch.” 

 

NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 

The neural network architecture that is being used in this 

model is Multi-task Cascaded Convolutional Network 
(MTCNN). This model has three convolutional networks (P-

Net, R-Net, and O-Net).  

1. Stage 1: 

In order to detect faces of different sizes, we have to create an 

image pyramid. Or we can say that we want to create different 

Figure 1: Example of large and small overlap 
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copies of the same image in different sizes to search for 

different sized faces within the image. 

For each image we have a kernel/filter that will scan the image 
starting from top left corner. The portion of image which has 

been scanned is passed through P-net which returns the 

coordinates of a bounding box if it notices a face. Then it 

would repeat the same procedure for other section of the 

image. Number of pixels that the kernel moves every time is 

called a stride. We have used a stride of 2 as having a stride of 

2 helps reduce computation complexity without significantly 

sacrificing accuracy. 

 

 

                      

The only disadvantage is that we have to recalculate all 
indexes related to the stride. For example, if the kernel 

detected a face after moving one step to the right, the output 

index would tell us the top left corner of that kernel is at  (1,0).  

However, because the stride is 2, we have to multiply the 

index by 2 to get the correct coordinate: (2, 0). 
                                    

After passing in the image, we need to create multiple scaled 

copies of the image and pass it into the first neural net — P 

Net — and gather its output. The network is more confident 

about some boxes compared to others. 

Thus, we need to parse the P-Net output to get a list of 

confidence levels for each bounding box, and delete the boxes 

with lower confidence (i.e. the boxes that the network isn’t 

quite sure contains a face). However, there are still a lot of 

bounding boxes left, and a lot of them overlap. Non-

Maximum Suppression, or NMS, is a method that reduces 
the number of bounding boxes. Afterward, we convert the 

bounding box coordinates to coordinates of the actual image.  

2. Stage 2: 

Sometimes, it may possible that an image may contain only a 

part of a face peeking in from the side of the frame. For every 

bounding box, we create an array of the same size, and copy 

the pixel values (the image in the bounding box) to the new 

array. If the bounding box is out of bounds, we only copy the 

portion of the image in the bounding box to the new array and 

fill in everything else with a 0. This process is called padding. 

After padding we resize them and normalize them between -1 

to 1. 

Now that we have so many image arrays, we will feed them 
into R-net and gather its output. R-Net’s output is similar to 

that of P-Net: It includes the coordinates of the new, more 

accurate bounding boxes, as well as the confidence level of 

each of these bounding boxes. Once again, we get rid of the 

boxes with lower confidence, and perform NMS on every box 

to further eliminate redundant boxes. Since the coordinates of 

these new bounding boxes are based on the P-Net bounding 

boxes, we need to convert them to the standard coordinates. 

And after that we pass the image through to O-net. 

3. Stage 3: 

Figure 2: Example of conversion of pyramid image from original 
image 

Figure 3: Example of conversion of smaller scaled image to 

larger unscaled image 

Figure 4: Example of bounding box in an image having 

multiple numbers of people 
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The outputs of O-Net are slightly different from that of P-Net 

and R-Net. O-Net provides 3 outputs: the coordinates of the 

bounding box, the coordinates of the 5 facial landmarks, and 
the confidence level of each box. Once again, we get rid of the 

boxes with lower confidence levels, and standardize both the 

bounding box coordinates and the facial landmark coordinates. 

Finally, we run them through the last NMS. At this point, 

there should only be one bounding box for every face in the 

image. 

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT 

“The Python library of Facenet1 is employed to calculate 

facial embedding of face images and developing the proposed 

MTCNN. The Facenet library was implemented in 

TensorFlow. It includes pre-trained Facenet models for face 

recognition. The models are validated on the LFW database 
and were trained on a subset of MSCeleb-1M database. The 

models architecture follows the Inception-ResNet-v1 network. 

Facenet library includes the implementation of the detection, 

alignment and landmark estimation, as proposed by Zhang et 

al, which we use for preprocessing for our images. The output 

of our proposed MTCNN may be a 128 dimension floating 

point embedding, almost like Facenet. The Scikit-learns SVM 

version with RBF kernel is employed with Tensorflow for 

classification of this embedding for face recognition because 

the pre-trained model was trained on a way larger face dataset 

but with less similarity in reference to face attributes, we 
employ transfer learning. Specifically we freeze all the initial 

layers of the pre-trained model and train the last top layers. 

Therefore, the highest layers (which are known to contain the 

face attribute information) are customized to our interest. 

During transfer learning we make sure that the ultimate layers 

aren't restored from the pre-trained model and that we also to 

make sure that gradients are gated for all other parameters 

during training. While fine tuning the load, decay is about 

0.0005.” 

V. CONCLUSION 

Various studies have been performed till date on face 

recognition and using facial features for different operations. 
In this paper we have discussed the trends that already exist, 

take a look over the challenges associated with them, and 

proposed using MTCNN architecture to identify faces, along 

with convolutional neural networks to identify gender, age and 

ethnicity of individuals. The convolutional neural network are 

being used to detect the faces and determine the age, gender 

and ethnicity of all the faces in the image at the same time. 

The person can either be facing directly into the camera or 

facing sideways. We have achieved acceptable results which 

can be further improved by using wider dataset of images of 

multiple persons in different orientations. The neural networks 
used here can be further optimized using more thorough 

hyper-parameter optimization. We hope that the methods 

discussed here will serve as a base for those who want to 

contribute to the growing field of multiple face-recognition at 

the same time.  
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